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Abstract 
Bounds on convergence rates for Markov chains are a very widely-studied topic, motivated 
largely by applications to Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms. For Markov chains on finite 
state spaces, previous authors have obtained a number of very useful bounds, including those 
which involve choices of paths. Unfortunately, many Markov chains which arise in practice are 
not finite. In this paper, we consider the extent o which bounds for finite Markov chains can be 
extended to infinite chains. 
Our results take two forms. For countably-infinite state spaces :~1, we consider the process of 
enlargements of Markov chains, namely considering Markov chains on finite state spaces 
/t'~, :t" 2 . . . .  whose union is d'. Bounds for the Markov chains restricted to •d, if uniform in d, 
immediately imply bounds on :t". Results for finite Markov chains, involving choices of paths, 
can then be applied to countable chains. We develop these ideas and apply them to several 
examples of the Metropolis Hastings algorithm on countable state spaces. 
For uncountable state spaces, we consider the process of refinements of Markov chains. 
Namely, we break the original state space ~" into countable numbers of smaller and smaller 
pieces, and define a Markov chain on these finite pieces which approximates the original chain. 
Under certain continuity assumptions, bounds on the countable Markov chains, including 
those related to choices of paths, will imply bounds on the original chain. We develop these 
ideas and apply them to an example of an uncountable state space Metropolis algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Quantitative geometric rates of convergence for Markov chains is now a widely 
studied topic, motivated in large part by applications to Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithms (see Gelfand and Smith, 1990; Smith and Roberts, 1993). On f in i te  state 
spaces, much progress has recently been made, both in the form of general results 
(Diaconis, 1988; Sinclair and Jerrum, 1988; Jerrum and Sinclair, 1988; Diaconis and 
Stroock, 1991; Sinclair, 1992), and of results specifically related to Markov chain 
Monte Carlo (Hanlon, 1992; Frieze et al., 1994; Frigessi et al., 1993; Ingrassia, 1994; 
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Liu, 1992; Belsley, 1993). On infinite state spaces, however, progress is much more 
limited (though for partial results see Lawler and Sokal, 1988; Amit and Grenander, 
1991; Amit, 1991, 1993; Hwang et al., 1993; Meyn and Tweedie, 1993; Rosenthal, 
1995a, 1995b, 1994; Baxter and Rosenthal, 1995; Roberts and Rosenthal, 1994). 
In this paper we consider the extent to which previous bounds for finite chains 
(especially those involving choices of paths) can be extended to bounds for infinite 
chains. Our results fall into two categories. To study countably infinite chains, we consider 
enlargements ofa sequence of related finite chains, and show that many of the finite results 
carry over to the countable chains. To study uncountable chains, we consider refinements 
of a sequence of related countable chains, and derive related quantitative bounds in 
this manner. Both techniques are illustrated through examples, all of which come from 
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970). 
A review of results about finite Markov chains is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we 
discuss enlargements, and in Section 4 we discuss refinements. Three examples of 
enlargements, and one example of a refinement, are given in Section 5. 
2. Needed facts about finite chains 
Let 3( be a finite state space, and let P(x, y) be an irreducible matrix of transition 
probabilities on ~r. Assume P has a stationary distribution ~, so that gP = ~z, and 
7r(x) > 0 for all x E 5 r. Let J / /be the set of all functions from 2' to C, and let P act on 
J / /by (fP)(y) = 5~ x f(x)P(x, y). Let an initial distribution be given by/~o, regarded as 
an element of J l ,  so that Pk = PO Pk is the distribution of the Markov chain after 
k iterations. We are interested in bounds on the total variation distance 
[IPk -- 7~[[var ~--- suplpk(a) -- ~z(A)[ = 1~ [~k(X) - -  rc(x)l 
A x 
between the distribution of the Markov chain after k iterations, and the stationary 
distribution rr. 
We introduce some notation (which shall also apply in the next section for 
countably infinite ~). Define an inner product on o/g by ( fg )L2 , /~)=X~x 
f(x)g(x)/rc(x), and set [IfllL=(l/.) = x / ( f ,  f)LZ(l/~)" Finally, let W = {f6 ~'lY~ xf(x) = 0}, 
and set IlPlwlk~./=! = sup{[lfPllly(X/~)lf~ W, I I f [k2. /=/= 1}. 
Proposition 1. We have 
[[Pk -- rCllvar ~< ½11#0 - zcllL2,/,, IIPlwll~2(l/~). 
Proof. We have that 
II/~k - 7~l lvar  = 1 ( [ ]~k  - -  7~1, TC~LZ(I,/Tr) 
= ½ II(,uo - ~)Pklk=./~l 
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as required. (We have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the definition of 
[]PIw]IL~t~/,t, plus the observation that (~o - rc)~ W.) []  
Remarks. 1. The quantity []P]w[lUI1/n)is often referred to as the "second eigenvalue" 
of the Markov chain. For  reversible Markov chains it is equal to the largest absolute 
value of any eigenvalue of P, excluding the eigenvalue 1 corresponding to the 
stationary distribution ~. 
i'~ ~°(x~Z'~ 2. It is easily computed that II/~o - ~IIL-~I.=) = , z .~ ,  ~-x~ ) - 1; this may be helpful 
for computations. 
= - zqlL211.~ I = (1 -- 7~(Xo))/g(Xo). For 3. I f / to fix,, is a point mass at Xo, then II/10 2 
such #o, with P reversible, this proposit ion reduces to Proposit ion 3 of Diaconis and 
Stroock (1991). The greater generality for ILo allowed here shall be especially impor- 
tant when we consider efinements in Section 4 below; there the individual probabil it- 
ies g (x0) will all be approaching zero, so the bound of Diaconis and Stroock cannot be 
used directly. 
In what follows we shall assume P is reversible with respect to ~, meaning that 
~(x)P(x, y) = 7z(y)P(y, x) for all x, y ~ ~'. Furthermore, for simplicity, we shall assume 
that P satisfies the following strong form of aperiodicity: 
P(x,x)>~a>O, x~:T. 
This immediately implies that the eigenvalues of P are all real and are all at least 
- 1 + 2a. Weaker conditions can be used instead to get lower bounds on the eigen- 
values; see for example Proposition 2 of Diaconis and Stroock (1991). But such methods 
are not usually required, and for simplicity we do not consider them further here. 
Under these assumptions, we can state general bounds of previous authors regard- 
ing IIPlwl[L2~l/~. Suppose, for each x ,y~'  with x ~ y, we have chosen a path 7xy from 
x to y consisting of a finite sequence of distinct directed "edges" ((vo, Vl ), (vl, v2) . . . . .  
(vL-1, vL)) with Vo = x, vL = y, and P(vi, v~+~) > 0 for each i. Then in terms of these 
paths, we have 
(a) (Sinclair, 1992, Corol lary 4) 
Ilelwlk:f~..~ <<- max 1 - 2a, 1 - 
where r /=sup~Q(e)  1 y~:. ~(x)~(y) ,  and if e=(u,v) is a directed edge, then 
Q(e) = zt(u)P(u, v). 
(b) (Sinclair, 1992, Theorem 5) 
( l) 
[IPlwHl:'is.'~ ~< max 1 - 2a, 1 - ~ , 
where K = SUpe Q(e) 1 ~,~,, lT~yl~(x)~(y) ,  and I~x,,I is the number of edges in 7xy. 
(c) (Diaconis and Stroock, 1991, Proposit ion 1) 
[[Plwllz~.:,~,<~ max(1- 2a. 1 1) ,  
where ~c = sup~ ~:.,~,, [?'x~,lor~(x)rt(y), and lTxylo = ~:.~, Q(e)-1. 
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Remarks. 1. In each of these bounds, the supremum is taken over all directed edges 
e = (u, v) with P(u, v) > 0, and the sum is over points x and y such that (u, v) appears in 
~)xy " 
2. On a finite space Y', there are of course only a finite number of possible edges e, 
so the supremums above are actually maximums. However, we write the expressions 
as supremums o that the same formula will also apply in the next section. 
3. If the collection of paths {~xy} is itself symmetric, in the sense that for all x ¢ y, 
7y~ is simply the reversal of 7~y, then clearly the direction of the edge e does not matter, 
so it suffices to take the supremums over edges pointed in only one direction. This 
shall be the case in all of the examples we consider. 
4. These bounds remain true if the paths {7~y} are chosen randomly, with r/, K, and 
K instead defined as supremums of expected values of the respective quantities (see 
Sinclair, 1992, Section 4). This fact shall be important in the final proof  in Section 4 
below. 
5. In continuous time, the situation is even simpler. Write P~(x,y) 52~=0 -~e 
P"(x,y) for the corresponding continuous-t ime Markov operator  (with mean-1 ex- 
ponential holding times). Then if P is reversible with eigenvalues {fl~}, then the 
eigenvalues of P '  are {y,,~ 0 e - '~  fl~} = {e- ' " -~ ' )}  and hence are all positive. The 
bounds corresponding to the above are then 
]St t max(81,7~,~, ~). 11 IWllL:(V,, <<- e 
In particular, the condition P(x, x) >~ a > 0 is no longer required. 
3. Enlargements of Markov chains 
We suppose now that ~" is a countably infinite state space, and P(x,y)  is an 
irreducible Markov chain defined on Y with initial distribution #o. We further assume 
that P is reversible with respect o a stationary distribution rr on Y/'. 
The idea of enlargements i  as follows. We decompose .~' as d~ r = [Jd~'d where each 
Y'd --~ ;~' is finite, and .~'~ ~ ~J'2 - . . . .  For  d large enough so that ~(~a) > 0 and 
l~o(,g'd) > 0, let lra be the probabil ity measure on Sfd defined by ~e(X) = ~d(X)/ZC(YZ'a) for 
x ~ .°t'd, and similarly let /~O.d(X) = /20(X)/laO(Y'd) for x e :~'d- Further, define Pa(x, y) on 
.Y'd by Pa(x,y)= P(x,y) for x ,y~Xa,  x # y, and Pd(X,X)= I -- 2ycxPe(x ,y )= 
P(x,x)  + P(x,y 'c) .  Then clearly Pd is reversible with respect o ~a on .Y'e. 
Proposition 2. Let P(., -) be an irreducible Markov chain on a countable state space ~', 
reversible with respect o ~(. ), and with initial distribution l~o(" ). Let ?t'd, ~d, 12o,e, and 
Pd(', ") be as above. Set 12k = pop k and I~k,d = 120~dP]. Then for each f ixed xe:~" and 
k >~ O, as d ---, o¢ we have 7Zd(X) --* 7r(X) and /~k.d(X) -~ IJk(X), and furthermore 
[[PO.d -- ~Zd[[L-~,~,,~.~ ~ [[PO -- ~Z[[L2./~t and [ J ]~k,d  - -  7~dUvar --* [ ] ] Jk  - -  7~Uvar' 
Proof. Since {~'d} are increasing, we have ~(Y'd)--*g(Y')= 1. Hence for d large 
enough that xe/t 'd,  we have r~e(x)= rc(x)/rt(y~{'e)~rc(x). For the second statement, 
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write /~(x) = P(Ad) + P(Bd) + P(Ca), where Ad is the event that the path of the 
original Markov  chain ends up at x (after k steps) without ever leaving fa  and without 
ever holding at a point, while Bd is the event that it ends up at x but does leave fd  at 
some point during the first k steps, and Cd is the event that it ends up at x without 
leaving .°/'a but with holding at least once. Now, as for l~k,d(X), since 
lio.a(S) = #o(S)/#O(f d) for s ~.Ya, we have that ]~k,d(X) = P(Ad)/flO(,~'d) + P(Dd), where 
Dd is the event that the chain corresponding to Pal( ", ") ends up at x but holds at least 
once. Now, as d --* oc, we have 110(fd) ~ 1, P(Dd) ~ P(Cd), and P(Bd) ~ O, so that 
li~.,,(x) ~ l*~(x). 
For the statement about L2(1/~z), we have that 
2 It/0' d(X)2 7~ (~)~"d) ~f" ~0(X)2 1 
I l l ' 0 . . - -  ~d[lL211;~,, = ~ 1 . . . .  
Uo(X)  ~ 
,:e'/ 
- -  - 1 = t l /~o  - l r l l~ - ,~ l , . / .  
For the statement about variation distance, given e > 0, choose a finite subset 
S __ .Y" with 7r(S) >~ 1 - e,/4 and t~k(S) /> 1 -- e/4. Then choose do with S __q fd,,, and 
with ]~k,d(X) -- #k(X)l ~< e/41S] and I gd(X) -- 7r(X)] ~< ~:/41S1 for all d/> do and all x~S.  
We then have, for d >~ do, that Ztd(S c) ~< ½e and #k.d(S c) <<, ½e, SO 
x E ~a 
2, + Y, I~k,~(x) - ~k(x) + #k(x) - ~(x)  + 7r(x) - ~(x) l  
x.~S 
~<½e + Y~ (e/41SI + e/41SI + I~k(x)-- ~(x)l) 
",ES 
~< e + 211t ,k -  ~ll . . . .  
It follows that limsuplllak, d-- lrdllv,r ~< II/~k -- 7Zll,,r. Similarly l iminfl[IA,d-- 
rtdll~ ~> [[/~k -- 7filial. The result follows. [] 
Combining the above two propositions, and letting d --* o~ (along a subsequence if 
necessary), we obtain 
Corollary 3. Under the above assumptions, !f lim infa. ~ II PdlwlIL~.~ ~.~ ~ ~, then 
I 1~ - rrllvo~ ~< ½11~o - ~ll~:~l ~/~ ~. 
This corollary says that we can bound the distance to stationarity on the countably 
infinite chain :]' by any uniform bound on the sequence of finite chains {.~'d}. (A 
similar idea is used in Belsley, 1993, Theorem VI-4-2.) 
To make use of this fact, we make the following definition. A set of paths {?% } on 
,~' is unfolding if there exists a sequence of finite subsets fd  o f f  with 3"1 _c  O~" 2 C . . .  
and .T = UdYd, such that for any x, y ~.Y'd, the path 7xy connecting x to y lies entirely 
inside i'd. Not all collections of paths will be unfolding: for example, suppose f are 
the non-negative integers, and for each x > y, the path from x to y includes the point 
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x + 1. However, natural choices of paths will usually be unfolding. And for such 
unfolding paths, we can use the finite-chain bounds to obtain information about the 
infinite chain, as follows. 
Theorem 4. Let P(x,y) be an irreducible Markov chain on a countably infinite state 
space X, reversible with respect o a probability distribution re, and with P(x, x) >~ a > 0 
for all x~X.  Suppose that for each x ,y~X with x ~ y we have chosen a path 7~rfrom 
x to y, and suppose further that this collection of paths is unfolding as defined above. 
Then given an initial distribution #o on X, and setting Pk = #0 PR, we have 
II ~k  - 7VII vat ~ ½ II ~o  - =11L~<,/=)~k,  
where fl = max(1 - 2a, min(1 - 1 ~,  1-~- ,  1 -  ~)), with q, K, and K as defined in 
Section 2. (Note that these quantities now involve supremums over infinite numbers of 
edges and hence might be infinite, in which case we adopt the convention that 1 /~ = 0.) 
Proof. Let {X~} be a nested sequence of subsets of X with respect to which the paths 
{Txr} are unfolding. Then {Txy}x.r~rd is a collection of paths on Xd. The finite-chain 
bounds of the previous ection, together with Proposition 1, immediately imply the 
analogous bounds for the finite chain Pd as above. The stated results for X follow by 
taking the limit d ~ ~ and using the previous corollary. [] 
Remarks. 1. As in the final remark of Section 2, in continuous time the situation is 
even simpler, and we obtain 
l i P ' -  zrll~ar ~ ½ I1~o - =11~./=~ exp[-  t max(s-~.~,~ ,x )], 
with no requirement that P(x, x) >> a > O. 
2. Our original goal was to generalize to infinite chains the elegant results of 
Ingrassia (1994) regarding bounds on finite versions of Metropolis-Hastings and 
Gibbs sampler algorithms. Unfortunately, this appears not to be possible. 
For example, his results use quantities uch as br = maxe # {~xrle~xr} and d* = 
maxx~- # {y lP(x ,y )> 0}, and it is easily seen that if both of these quantities are 
finite, then (since a point x E X must be connected to every point y :~ x) we must have 
IXI ~< bvd* + 1 < ~.  Hence, we have instead concentrated on generalizing the less 
specific results involving choices of paths. 
4. Refinements of Markov chains 
In this section we consider extensions of the theory to uncountable state spaces. We 
assume throughout that X is an open subset of R" with C 1 boundary. (More general 
spaces are also possible, but we will use differentiability properties o the generaliz- 
ations are non-trivial.) We consider a Markov chain with initial distribution/~o('), 
and transition probabilities P(x, • ), reversible with respect to a stationary distribution 
z(.), and irreducible with respect o Lebesgue measure 2 on ~ ' .  
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We impose some regularity conditions. Call a subset of ~" gentle if it is contained in 
some finite union of C 1 hypersurfaces inside R'. (Intuitively, a gentle set is small and 
unimportant.) We assume that Po(") has density r (with respect o 2), and that u(.)  has 
density h, such that h > 0 on f ,  and such that r2/h is a bounded function. We further 
assume that for each xEY', P(x, .) is of the form P(x, dy) = a~5~(dy) +f~(y)2(dy). We 
assume that a = inf~a~ > 0, that each of r( ' ) ,  h( ') ,  a., and ~Afd2 are uniformly 
continuous functions off of some specific gentle subset of ~" ,  and that J~(y) is 
a uniformly continuous function of (x, y) e.~' × .~' off of some specific gentle subset of 
2m. Reversibility then implies that h(x)f~ (y) = h(y)fi(x) except when (x, y) is in some 
specific gentle set in ~2,,. 
Remark. Allowing discontinuities on certain gentle sets is only a very minor and 
unimportant weakening of our basic regularity conditions, and it is not really the 
main thrust of our result. We include it simply to allow for such probabil ity distribu- 
tions P(x, .) as, say, uniform distributions on nice subsets of .T. 
To describe our result, we again choose a collection of paths. Specifically, for each 
x~y,  we let 7~r=((Vo, VL) . . . . .  (VL-I,VL)) be a sequence of edges, for some 
L -- [Txy[ < oc, where each vie:Y, with Vo = x, VL = y, with {Vt}o~t~L distinct, and 
withf.,(vi+ 1) > 0 for 0 ~< i ~< L - 1. We set yxr(l) = v~ for I <~ ]7~y 1. We assume that, for 
each l, the subset of f x .~/' on which 7~).(l) is defined has C ~ boundaries, and that on 
that subset 7~y(l) is a C 1 function of (x, y) except on some gentle subset of ~2,,. We 
further assume that {7~.,.} is unfi~lding in the sense that there are bounded sets 
S~ ~ $2 ~ ... with C ~ boundaries and with f = ~,S,, such that if x, yeSj, then 
~'x),(/) E Sj for all 0 ~< I ~< ]y~),[. (If//~ is itself bounded then this condition is satisfied 
automatically.) 
To deal with the possible discontinuities on gentle sets, we use the following 
notation. Given a function f which may have discontinuities or even be undefined at 
some points, we let ~.f7(x) [resp. L fJ(x)] be the lim sup [resp. lim inf] o f f  i.e. the limit 
as ~ "~ 0 of the supremum [resp. infemum] of the values of f (where defined) in an e-ball 
around x. Thus 
Lf jz(W) = lim inf fz,(w'), 
e~O + I I z ' - : l l<~:  
IIw' *,11 < 
etc. Where f i s  continuous, we of course have [-.f7 = [_ f [  =f  
Finally, for I ~< ]Y~r l, we define 
I f-~-(T~r(I))j ~(~%,(1-4- 1))jt 
• IGX i  
JxY(l)=dett~(Txy(l))j ~()x),(c' l + l ) ) j /  
to be the Jacobian of the mapping (x,y) ~ (7~r(I), ?~).(l + 1)). (If we are at an excep- 
tional point where 7xy(l) or y:,r(l + 1) is not C 1, then Jxy(1) may not be defined, but 
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L J j~y(l) and [ J lxy(l) still will be.) We assume that L J jxy(l) > 0 for all x, y • .~' and all 
o .< I ~< I~. , I .  
We can now state 
Theorem 5. Let P(', ") be a Markov chain on an open subset f c_ ~", reversible with 
respect o 7r(. ), with initial distribution lao(" ), and satisfying the regularity conditions as 
above. Let {),~y} be a collection of paths for each x # y, unfolding and satisfying the 
regularity conditions as above. Then 
l i ra, - rCllv.r ~< ½11Z*o - ~ I I , :> , , ' ,~/~L 
where 
2 f ,  (r(x) h(x)- h(x))2 2(dx). IIVo - = HI:~I/=~ = 
and where fl = max(1 - 2a, min(1 ± 1 - ~, 1 - {)), with - -  8q - "  
q = sup (L h J(z)L f ] z (W))  -1  E V h/](x)Vj / mh ](y)., 
;',,(f1 = z 
R = 
, Vhl(x)Vhl(y).  
sup (L h J(z)L f J~(w))-' Z ?~, [~]TyiO ' 
X, wE.l v, y, I 
;,,,(f) = z 
7 , ,1 /+ l)=w 
, VhIIx)FhIIy) 
K" = sup E /~y (2 ,~N-TN -' 
2, wE.{ x,l'. l Lo IxyU/  
7,all) = z 
; ' , , ( /+  1) = w 
where 
':'"' ' (k h J(7xy(.J))Lf J., j)('lx,.(J + 1))) -1 
I7.,IQ = Z 
~: o L J J~,,(J) 
Remark. We emphasize that this theorem says nothing about the existence or proper- 
ties of paths {~xx} satisfying the stated regularity conditions; it merely provides 
a bound on [[/~k -- ~[[ .... assuming that such paths have been constructed. Further- 
more, our regularity conditions can likely be improved upon; we have not made 
a serious effort to find the weakest conditions possible. 
Proof. For each d = 1, 2,3, . . . ,  partition o/- into connected measurable subsets 
{Bali }i ~ i: where Id is finite or countble, where Bali has diameter and Lebesgue-measure 
both less than 1/d, and where furthermore there is a nested sequence of subsets {S j} as 
above, with respect o which {Txy} is unfolding, such that for each j  and d there are 
only a finite number of i with BaicnSj non-empty, and for each such i we have Bali c_ S~. 
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In terms of such a partition, we define a new Markov chain by :Yd = Id, 
ttO.d(i) = #o(B,~) = ~B., r d2, 7z,~(i) = ~ (Bdi) = ~R,, h d2, and 
Pd(i,j) = E~(P(x, BdjJ[X~Bdi) 
f.~,f./f.(y)h(x);~(dy)Z(dx) 
rid(i) 
Then it is easily verified that Pal( ", ") is a Markov chain on f , l  which is reversible with 
respect o rtd('). We let ltk.,~ = Ito.~P~ be the distribution of this Markov chain after 
k iterations. 
We define paths {7dU} on ,t',l randomly (see Remark 4 at the end of Section 2) as 
follows. First choose points Xd~ Bd~ for each i~ld, chosen randomly according to 
normalized Lebesgue measure on Bdv Then, in notation as above, set 7d~j(l) = c if 
",'~,,,,.~fl) ~ Bdc. Our assumptions imply that the random paths [;'dU} are unfolding, with 
probability 1, in the countab le - f  sense of the previous section. 
Our previous theorem (for countable chains) thus implies bounds on the Markov 
chain P,~(., .) on ~'d, in terms of its corresponding quantities qd, Ka, and ~,',~. The 
current theorem will thus follow from the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. Under the above conditions, and assuming [l/to - ~[]L-~(l ~< ~,  we have 
lim I I~o.d - ~dllL-'. ~,)= III*o - 7rilLs,, ~,; 
d ~ 
limsupll/,k,,~-- ~dll ...... = II/*k-- ~11 .. . .  ; 
d ~ :;; 
and furthermore 
l imsup qd ~< ~; lim sUpKd ~< /(; lim sup 1¢,~ < I,. 
d~ ~ d ~ ~ d~ x 




~ Z d, 
,~t,, Q hd2 
By continuity, off of gentle sets, we can find Xd*, )dieBdi* with j'8,,, r d2 = r(x,*i)2 (Bdi) 
and ~u., h d2 = h(y~'i) 2 (Bdi). Hence. 
r (X~'i)  2 . 
I -[- I I / lO .d  - -  7~dllL'-(l.rc,; ) = ~.~ l .~., ,  / . (Bdi) .  
iel~, nt)'d ) 
This is essentially a Riemann sum for r2/'h, except that we may have Xd* :~ Y*i. But 
since r2/h is bounded and uniformly continuous and integrable (since 
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lifo - ~llL~llm < c~), it still follows (cf. Spivak, 1980, p. 263) that as d ~ ~,  the sum 
will converge to 
fh---~d2=l +']po--n[[L2t,/~,, 
as required. 
For the statement about variation distance, fix e > 0, and choose a bounded subset 
S _~ 5/" with n(S c) < e, and with probability less than e that the continuous chain 
escapes from S in the first k steps. (Note that if W is bounded there is no need to 
consider S at all.) Assume for notational ease that 2(S) >7 1. Then choose dl suffi- 
ciently large that for d/> dl, there is probability less than 2e that the chain on ~d will 
escape from S, and furthermore probability less than e that the chain on Y'd will in the 
first k steps move from point i to point j where BdS intersects S c or a point of 
discontinuity off~,('). These conditions ensure that for d ~> d~, the limitations of the 
set S and the discontinuities of thefx(') will only affect probabilities by O(0 and hence 
can (and shall) be ignored. 
Furthermore, since the values ax are uniformly continuous, it follows that as d -~ o¢ 
the chains on Wd will hold with probabilities approaching the correct values for the 
original chain on W. Thus, holding probabilities also can (and shall) be ignored in the 
calculation which follows. 
Now, by uniform continuity, choose dz such that for d >~ d2, the values of each 
of fx( ' ) ,  r(.), and rk ( ' ) - -h ( ' )  vary by less than ~/2(S) k+l on each subset BdS. 
Set do=max(all ,d2). Then for d>>-do, it follows that for any choices of 
Jo,Ji . . . .  ,Jk 1, we will have PO,d(Jo)Pd(Jo,Jl)... P(A-z, Jk 1)P(jk 1,0 within 
e,2(Bas_,) ... 2(Balk,, )2(Boi)/2(S) k+ 1 of the probability that the continuous chain goes 
from Bus,, to Bos, to ... to Ba~k , to Bai in its first k steps. Thus, summing over those 
Jo . . . . .  Jk- 1 for which Boj, ~ S, we see that I~k,d(i) will be within e,/2(S) of pk(Boi). 
We conclude that [#,,d(i) -- nd(i)[ will be within O(e,/2(S)) of [pk(Bo~) -- ~(Bo~)] = 
[ ~B,,(rk -- h) d~l [ (where rk is the density of Pk with respect o 2). Summing over i and 
dividing by 2, we see that [[Pk, d -- nd[[v~r will be within O(e) of 
h) d2.  
Now, if rk -  h does not change sign on Bdi, then ]~B,,(rk- h)d2[ = ~, , [ rk -  hid2. 
Furthermore, since d >1 d2, the contribution to the above sum made by those i for 
which rk -- h does change sign on Bali (and hence satisfies Irk -- hi < e/2(S) k+ 1 there), 
will be less than e/2(S) k <~ e. Hence, I]l~k,d -- ~e]]~,~ will be within O(0 of 
½ ~ fB ] rk -h ld2 =½ f [ rg - -h ld2=l lPk - -  ~zllva~. 
The statement about variation distance follows. 
For the statement about qe, recall that our paths are now random, so we must 
bound the expected values of quantities like y~;, ~e ~(X)~(y). TO proceed, consider first 
the case where there are no gentle sets of discontinuity or non-differentiability. 
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Consider an edge e = (i,j) of Wd. If a path 7d,b has ~'d,b(l) = i and 7d, b(I + 1) = j, then 
the corresponding points xa, and Xdb must satisfy ~, ........ (l) e Bdi and ~, .......... (I + 1)e Bdj. 
That is, we must have (xd,, Xdb)eg-~(Bd~ X Bdj), where g~ is the function on 2/" x :f  
taking (x, y) to (7~y(/), 7~y(/+ 1)) (with g~(x, y) undefined if [7~. [ < 1 + 1). Hence taking 
expected values (with respect o the random choice of paths), and recalling that n(. ) 
has density h, we obtain (writing I (.) for the indicator function of an event) that 
7,~,,~11 ) = i 
;,a.h(l 4 1 ) - - j  
= ~ nd(a)na(b)P(3'd, dl) = i, ~,'a,b(l + 1) =.j) 
a,b 
2(g  I(Bdi x Bdj)~(Bd. X Bah)) 
= ~ ne(a)na(b) 
a.b ]t(Bda X Bdb ) 
= ~ O(X, y)2(dx)2(dy), 
& / l(Ba, x Bd~) 
where O is the piecewise-constant function defined by 
nd(a)ne(b) 
O(X,  y) -- 2 (Be  a × Bdb) 
h(x )h() )/,(dx )2(dy ) 
).(Bda X Bah) 
for (x, y) ~ Bda × Bdb. 
Now, as d ~ o% the diameters of the sets {Bdk} approach 0. Thus, uniform continu- 
ity implies (writing ~ to mean that the ratio of the two quantities uniformly 
approaches 1 as d ~ oc) that O(x,y) ~ h(x)h(y). The sum then becomes a Riemann 
sum, whence we obtain that 
a, h 
; 'd.t , ( / )  = i 
,'d,,dl4 l )= j  
We also have that 
Ill l'Bdi X B,,ih(x)h(y)2(dx)2(dy). 
na(i)P~(i,j) = JB,. × B,, h(x)E~(j]'(y)I W e Bdi)2(dx))~(dy). 
Now, as d ~ ~,  continuity implies that E~(.fi,(y)l~oeBai)~f~(y) for any choice of 
x = x(d) ~ Bdi, whence 
nj(i)Pe(i,j) ~ fB,, × B,,h(x)f~(y)2(dx))~(d)'). 
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Finally, standard multi-variable calculus says that if Ua ~ {z} and Ve "~ {w}, then 
ij h(x)h(y)2(dx)2(dy) 
, 'lv,× v,, • (h(z)f~(w))_ 1 ~ h(x)h(y) 
fu  x,y Jm,(I) h(x) fx(y)2(dx)2(dy) o(~,y)=( .... ) 
d × Vd 
We thus conclude that, as d ~ ~c, quantities of the form 
/ 
E (Trd(i)Pa(i,j)) i 
a, b 
;'dab(l) ~ i 
;'d,,,,,( l + 1 )= j  
ne(a)ne(b) 
will be uniformly arbitrarily close to an expression of the form 
h(x)h(y) 
(h(z)L(w)) 1 Y~ J. .( l)  ' 
~;-3 
; ' , , ( l )  = z 
7~,(l+ 1)=w 
for an appropriate choice of (z, w) e ~" x Y'. 
It follows that for fixed I, 
limsup sup E((rca(i)Pd(i,j)) 1~ rca(a)Trd(b) ) 
d ~ "a; i , j~ I  d a ,b  
7d,Ml) -- i 
;'d,,dl + l}=j  
~< sup (h(z)L(w)) ' ~ h(x)h(y) 
..... '+, x,.l' JxyCl) 
; , .  ( / )  = x 
;'~(l + 1)=w 
Summing over I, the statement about r/a follows for this case. 
To take account of possible discontinuities on gentle sets, we simply replace each 
computed quantity by its "worst case" values (thus preserving the inequality). This 
amounts to using the [- • -] operation in the numerators, and the [_ • J operation in the 
denominators,  as done in the statement of the theorem. 
The statements about ~Ca nd Ka are entirely similar. This completes the proof of the 
lemma, and hence also the proof  of the theorem. [] 
Remarks. 1. The regularity conditions and proof above may seem rather technical. 
The essence, however, is that for well-behaved Markov chains P(., • ) on uncountable 
sets .~' _~ A m, bounds involving choices of paths can be used analogously to their use 
for finite chains. 
2. Again, in continuous time, the situation is even simpler, and we obtain 
]1/5'-  rr Ilva r ~< lll/l o - 7rll,y(l.~ , ~< e - ,  max(8.,%@~). 
with no requirement that P(x, x) >1 a > O. 
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5. Examples 
In this section we apply Theorems 4 and 5 to several examples. We note that all of 
the examples are versions of the Metropol is-Hast ings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 
1953; Hastings, 1970) with appropriate proposal distributions. 
5.1. A geometric' birth death chain 
We suppose that ;~ = {0, 1, 2 . . . .  }, and that for some numbers a, b, c > 0 with 
a+b+c= 1 and b>c,  we have for all x~> 1, P(x ,x )=a,  P (x ,x -1 )= b, 
P(x,x + 1) = c, while for x = 0 we have PC0,0) = a + b and PC0, 1) = c. Such a chain 
is reversible with respect o the stationary distribution given by zr(x) = C(c/b) x with 
C= l-Co~b). 
These and much more general b irth-death chains have been studied in great detail 
by Belsley (1993, Chap. VI), using sophisticated ideas related to orthogonal poly- 
nomials. We here apply the ideas of this paper, by choosing paths and bounding the 
quantity q. (It appears that the quantity ~,- is always infinite for this example.) 
We define unfolding paths ?x~. in the obvious way, namely that for x < y, 
;'x,. = ((x, x + 1), (x + 1, x + 2) . . . . .  (y - 1,y)), with 7~,~ defined symmetrically. Such 
paths are obviously unfolding, with respect to ,'t'd= {0, 1,2 . . . . .  d}. Then if 
C(c/byc ~(x)~(y)  x=0y =z 1 
1 
= CcZ+ l/bz(1 - (c/b) z+ 1)(c/b)z+l 
1 1 
= - - (1  - (c /h)  ~+ ') < - - - -  
h-c  h -c "  
e = (z , z  + 1), then 
Q(e) 1 ~ ~(x)~(y) - - -  
It follows that r/~< h~,., so that by Theorem 4, 
( ( ,))k II~k-~llvar~ll~o-~lll~2(1/~ l - ra in  2a, 8( b - c) 2 . 
In particular, if Po = 6xo is a point mass, then 
Ilzlk - -  ~llva~ ~< ~(XO) / 8(b  - -  
5.2. An infinite star 
]so, =½.  Choose positive weights {wiji=l with ~iwi Then define a Markov chain on 
.3' = [0, 1, 2 . . . .  } by P(x,x) = ½ for all x, and for i >/ 1, P(O,i) = w, and P(i,O) - 12. 
This Markov  chain is reversible with respect o the stationarity distribution given by 
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n(0) = ½ and n(i) = w~ for i ~> 1. It  may  be pictured as an infinite "star",  with 0 in the 
center and all the posit ive integers connected to 0 a round the sides. (A finite vers ion 
of this example,  with equal  weights, is discussed in D iaconis  and Stroock,  1991, 
p. 49.) 
We define paths in the obv ious  way, namely  for i, j ~> 1 with i C j, set 
7ij = ((i, 0), (0,j )), while 7oi = (0,i) and 7io = (i,0). Hence [7~y[ ~< 2 for all x -¢ y. Then if 
e = (i, 0), then 
Q(e)-' ~ I:,x,,Irc(x)rc(y) ~< 4(wi ) - 'n ( i )  ,~, re(y) = 4(1 - wi) ~< 4. 
It  fol lows that  K ~< 4. Fur thermore ,  we may take a = ½ to get P(x,  x) >>. a for all x. 
Hence max(1 - 2a, 1 - -~) ~< ~, so that by Theorem 4, 
m 3 k  II/x~- rtllv:, ~< ½11SXo rClIL~./,O(~). 
5.3. A two-dimensional  metropol is walk 
We here let Y" = {0, 1, 2 . . . .  } x {0, 1, 2 . . . .  }. For  some fixed 0 < p < 1, for all i, j >1 1, 
we set P(( i , j ) ,  (i + 1,j)) = P((i , j ) ,  (i,j + 1)) = ¼p, and P(( i , j ) ,  (i - 1,j)) = P(( i , j ) ,  
- ~- with P(i , j ) ,  (i,j) = ½(1 - p). We set the boundary  condit ions in the obv ious  way 
by adding holding probabi l i ty ,  so that P((O,j), (O,j + 1)) = P((i,O), (i + 1,0)) = ¼p, 
P( (O, j ) ,  (1 , j ) )  = P( ( i ,O) , ( i ,  1)) = ¼p, P ( (O , j ) ,  (O,j  - 1)) = P(( i ,O) ,  (i - 1,0))  - ¼, 
P((O,j), (O,j)) = P((i, 0), (i, 0)) = ¼ (3 - 2p), and finally P((0, 0), (1, 0)) = P((0, 0),(0, 1)) = 
¼p, e((0,0) ,  (0,0)) = ½(1 - p). 
This Markov  chain is s imply the Metropo l i zed version of two-d imens iona l  s imple 
symmetr ic  random walk, reversible with respect to n((i, j)) = C p~+J where C = (1 - p)2. 
We again proceed by choos ing paths and bound ing  r/. 
We choose paths as follows. I f i ,  ~< i2 and j ,  ~<J2, with (il , J l )  ~ ( i2, j : ) ,  then we set 
7(i,, j,), (i:.j,) = ((( i l , j l ) ,  (i1 + 1,jl)), ((il + 1,j1),(i l  + 2,j1)), ... ,((i2 -- 1, j l ) ,  ( i2, j l )) ,  
( ( i2, j1) ,( i2, j1 + 1)), ... , ( ( i2 , J2 -  1), (i2,j2))), 
while if ia ~< ie but j l  > J2, we set 
?o,.J,). (i~,j~) = ((( i l , j l ) ,  (il + 1,jl)),((i~ + 1,ja), (il + 2, j l ) )  . . . . .  ((i2 -- 1, j l ) ,  (i2,j~)), 
( ( i2, j~),( iz , ja -- 1)) . . . . .  ((i2,jz + 1), (iz,j2))). 
For  i l > i2, we define Y(i,, j,), (12, J2) to be the reversal of  Y(12, j~), (~,, j,). To  summar ize ,  
then, y (i,, j, ). (i~, j~) is s imply the path  which adjusts each coordinate,  one step at a time, 
adjust ing the first coord inate  first for il ~< i2 and second for il > i 2.  
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Now, if e = ((i,j), (i + 1,j)), then 
1 
rc((il,j)) ~, lr((ix,j))~((i2,J2)) Q(e)-I :,,,~,,~' (x)~(Y)-cpi+j+l/4o<~i,<~i i+i~<i . . . .  
0~<j ,< :c 
4 
= . . -  2 c ,  ' '+~ 2 c,'~ 2 
CDt+3+ lo<~i, <<. i i -1~ i2< t o~jz < -f. 
4C (p s-p'+'+s~(p'=-l~( 1 ~ 
= p'+J+' imp ) \1 -  p , ] \ l -p J  
4C 4 
" (1 - p )3  - 1 - p '  
Similarly, if e = ((i,j), (i,j + 1)), then 
1 
(~((il,jo))rr((i2, j)) + rc((il,j))Tr((i2, Jo))) Q(e)-',..,~,,~, x(x)x(y)- Cpi+S+,/4 o<.,,<, 
i+ l~<i :<~ 
O~j ,~ j  
It follows that 
P(x,x)>la for a l l xeY ' .wherea=~,so  that 1 -2a=p<l - - -  
4 thus implies that 
I1."~ - ~l lv . .  ~< 5 Ilsxo - rrllL-~<,,,~., 1 ~-3 //" 
pJ2 
4 C2(pi, + p,:+j+pi,+ipi2+~.) 
Cp i+ j+ l  o~i l~ i  
i+l<~i2<>- 
O~i~, <~j 
=,,+,\i--~ \~)  7-7) 
8C 8 
< 
(1 - p )3  1 - p 
q~<~-o, so that 1-g~,~< 
p)Z 
1 s~ Furthermore, we have 
(1 -p ) "  8-' . Theorem 
5.4. A Metropolis chain for a truncated normal distribution 
We let :~'= R be the one-dimensional real line, and consider a Metropolis algo- 
rithm with stationary distribution ( ')  given by the standard normal distribution 
N(0, 1) truncated to [ - M,M],  having density h(y) = Ke -r'/2 for lyl ~< M (with 
respect o Lebesgue measure 2), where K-1 = SM M e-/-i2 dy. We consider proposal 
distributions Q(x,.) given by the normal distributions N(x, 1) have densities 
• 3 1 gx0') = ~e -°' xt2/2 Assume that M >~ 1 so that K ~< (~)~ < 1. 
In the language of the Metropolis algorithm, the "acceptance probabilities" are thus 
given by ex~, = min(1, e /!2/e ~:12) for ]y[ ~< M, and by c~. = 0 for y > IMI, and the 
Markov chain transitions are then given by 
P(x, dy) = a~x(dy) + C~xygx(y)2(dy) = ax6x(dy) +fx(y)2(dy), 
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1 e max((y-x)2 ,2y " 2yx)/2 for [y [<~M and 0 otherwise, and where f~(y) = ./~ 
a~ = 1 - I M_ MLO') )' (dy). 
We choose paths "linearly" as follows. Given x, ye f  with x -¢ y, set L~y = max(l,  
L [y - .x[ A) (i.e. the greatest integer not exceeding max(l,  l Y - x D), set A~, - ~,,~, and 
set Yxy(l) = x + IA,,~, for 0 <~ l <~ Lxr = [Yx~.l. (Note that 0 < A~, < 2 for all x, ysW. )  
It is easily verified that all of the regularity and unfolding assumptions of Theorem 
5 are then satisfied. It is further computed that ( ' '  1 - -  Lx~, Lx~, 1 
J~ , ( I )=det  1+ 1 I+  1 -L~y" 
1 
L~ r Lx~, 
We now proceed to compute ~-. 
Given an edge e = (z, w), assume without loss of generality (by symmetry around 0) 
that z > [w [. If z - w < 1, then the only path using the edge e is the length-one path 
7~,,,. Furthermore, J~w(0) = 1, and we obtain 
h(x)h(y )  _ h (w) / fdw)  
...... ,, Jx,,(I) 
7,,(1) = x 
-,,(1+ 1)=w 
1 - max( (w z) 2, 2w z -- 2wz)/2 = Ke -w'/2 ~-~e 
= ~Ke(max(zL . '~) .  2wz,/2 ~< 3~.  
If 1 ~< z - w < 2, then the only way the edge e = (z, w) can be in the path Yxs, is if for 
some non-negative integers rn and n, we have x = z + m(z  - w) and y = w - n(z - w). 
Hence 
h(x)h(y )  
.... ,,i Jxy(l) 
;.,,(/) = z 
7,,(l+ 1)=w 
- -  ~< L L K2(  z -w) (m +n + 1)e tz+,,c~ ,0)-'/2 e (w ,,( . . . .  .~//2 
m=O n=O 
(r ~< 
Since z ~ O, the first of these two sums is easily bounded by 
L ( rn  + 1)e iz-'+,,i . . . .  )-~).,2 = e 
z2/2 
m=0 (1 - -  e i z -  w)L.'2)-'" 
The second sum is more difficult, since if w is large and positive then it is possible that 
(w - n(z - w)) with be very small (or even 0) for a large value of n, in which case the 
sum could still be very large. However, by making the change of variables 
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i = n - L d and allowing j to range over all integers, the sum can be bounded by 
w ~_-~ + 2 
- -+1+2 
z -w (1 -e  t: ,,/~,'2)2" 
We conclude that 
(h(z)Jz (w))- 1 ~ h(x)h(y) 
..... ,,s Jxx(1) 
7,,(l)= z 
7~,(l+ 1)=w 
I e :e2 {~ z)-' ,2 - - ~ <  K e 
1 , : - _ ' ,3w/ (z -w)+5 
x~tz  - w)e (1 - e - i..2)4 
6e 2 M 
~< 
(1 - e- l i2)  4' 
where we have used that Kx /~ ~> 2, that z - w < 2, and that w ~< M. 
We conclude that r~ ~< 6e2M/ (1  - e 1/2)4. Furthermore, it is easily verified that the 
holding probabilities atisfy 
ay >~ - - - - -  1 2,.~,,2d), 1 1 1 
2 2n xe  12~-" _2  2-n oe  :" =~dz~>2 2~"  
Hence, Theorem 5 implies that 
(1 - e-  1/2)8~k 
Remark. This example successfully bounds 0 for an uncountable chain. However, it is 
easily seen that as M --+ oc, we have r7 --+ oc,. (Indeed, consider the single term m = 0, 
n = [_ M i - l in the above sum for q, w i thz=Mandw=L(1-  i L v~).) Thus, in this 
example at least, Theorem 5 does not help to bound convergence as the state space 
becomes unbounded. 
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